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[Hook:]
Between handshakes and heartbreak is where you can
find me.
It's really nice to meet you, can I know your name?
When these handshakes lead to heartbreak it's so hard
to walk away
When you found all you needed and started believing
in love.

[Verse 1:]
Handshakes and heartbreak darlin I can never keep up,
I always get involved with the type to never speak up, 
So when the end approach's it always seems to sneak
up, 
And there I am open as you begin to creep shut, 
And you say that this just ain't what your lookin for, 
I start wonder bout the person you must of mistook me
for, 
Was he better lookin? Was he more swav?
Did he handle situations better then moi?
No, but here I am back at ground zero, 
In a sea of fuckin fishes still I never found Nemo, 
I miss watching how it used to be, wish we had TIVO, 
On our life and I could rewind everyday to what we
shared on that night.

[Pre-Hook:]
I wish I could take it back to; 
"Hi my name is... nice to meet you"
But I know that it's never gonna be that way
So if you're looking for me

Between handshakes and heartbreak is where you can
find me.
It's really nice to meet you, can I know your name?
When these handshakes lead to heartbreak it's so hard
to walk away
When you found all you needed and started believing
in love.

[Verse 2:]
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We start to fall apart again, 
Look at what we've come to, 
I'm seein a different side, I don't even want you, 
My mistake, hand shakes and heart breaks, 
I just wish it wasn't so constant for my hearts sake, 
I get a text out of the blue and it's from you, 
But I don't have the number so I guess who, 
And you reply "who do you want it be? "
Catch 22 because I never wanted to see, but then again
I do, 
That was the handshake and this is the heartbreak, 
And why's the fault line always runnin through my
place?
You wouldn't recognize the look you see on my face
You're out dated now darling, MySpace.

[Pre-Hook:]
I wish I could take it back to; 
Hi my name is... nice to meet you.
But I know that it's never gonna be that way
So if you're looking for me

Between handshakes and heartbreak is where you can
find me.
It's really nice to meet you, can I know your name?
When these handshakes lead to heartbreak it's so hard
to walk away
When you found all you needed and started believing
in love.
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